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Journey
What is User Acceptance Testing to you?

• The last stage of testing before shipping
• Test to ensure specific requirements are met
• Set of test run by customer (UAT or Usability???)
• Slam-dunk demo
• Prescribed automated test that mark code complete milestone
• Tests the full software solution on behalf of business users, including:
  – External Users
  – Internal Users
Slippery Words

• User
• Acceptance
• Testing

My Definition:

It's a formal testing conducted with respect to “Requirements” and “Real – World Condition /Business Process” to determine if the system meets acceptance criteria.
Do you see the difference between *User Acceptance Testing* and *Usability Testing*?
Lets take the Swing Example

User Acceptance Testing:
- Can Someone sit in the swing, pump up and swing back and forth?
- Can someone push another person sitting in the swing?
- Can a person sit in the swing and spin to get dizzy?

Usability Testing:
- Can a kid figure out how to use it?
- Can an adult user figure out how to sit in the swing?
- Is the person sitting in the swing comfortable?
GOALS

Usability Testing
- Satisfactory
- Memorability
- Learn ability

User Acceptance Testing
- Compatibility
- Roadmap Validation
- Test Support Process
Useability testing dealt with USER BEHAVIOR and showed the team with the game Mutant Veggies
Take way Menu

• User Acceptance definition that fits your company or experience – Million $$$
• UAT Vs Usability – Save Dollars$$$$
• Chef Special:
  – Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of intelligent effort.
    • John Ruskin (1819-1900)
  – I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work.
    • Thomas Edison (1847-1931)
Concerns, Feedback or Questions
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It’s not over...
Thank You
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simiprakash26@gmail.com